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that a creditor would not be chargeable with laches, as against inno-
cent parties, even by the lapse of several years, if he had reasonable
expectation of her return. But I find it quite impossible to say hat,
as a universal rule, the creditor may wait until her return to the port
of repair, even though that be her home port, or a port which she has
been in the habit of frequenting, without losing the benefit of his lien.
A rule of this kind would be particularly inequitable upon the lakes,
where the arrival and departure of vessels at all lake ports, from
Chicago to Ogdensburgh, are noticed in the principal daily papers, and
for four months in the year the entire shipping of the lakes is laid
up by the ice to await the opening of navigation. I think that a rea-
sonable opportunity to enforce a lien is given, within the meaning of
the law, whenever the creditor is able, by the exercise of reasonable
diligence, to ascertain the whereabouts of the debtor vessel. Each
case must be governed largely by its own circumstances.
In the case under consideration, libelants were not only informed

of the sale very soon after it took place, but of the removal of the
vessel to the lower lakes, and were notified by Buckley in the spring
of 1882, that he should pay nothing more upon the bill, as the Malta
was not as represented, and that they must look to the Johnson for
the residue. They took no steps, however, even to notify the pur-
chasers of the claim, until December of that year, when it was for-
warded to Detroit for collection and the vessel seized within 10 days
thereafter. There is nothing in tRe testimony to show that the ves-
sel might not have been arrested during the season of 1881, or at
least in the winter of 1881-82. It is true that no damage was occa-
sioned to the present owner by the libelants' delay after the sale took
place, but this objection was disposed of in the case of The Theo-
dore Perry, 8 Cent. Law J. 191, and it is unnecessary to repeat what
was said upon the subject upon that occasion.
Under the circumstances of this case, it seems to entirely clear

that the libelants were guilty of laches, and that the libel must be dis-
missed. .

THE JOSEPH W. GOULD.
(DiBtrict (Jourt, W. D. PennsyZfJania. February 4, 1884.)

1. ()OLLISION-NEGLIGENCE-EvIDENCE.
In a case of collision the libelant must show the alleged negligence by a fair

preponderance of the evidence.
2. SAME-RUNNING ON OHIO RIVER.

Running on the Ohio river in a fog is not negligence per u.
,. SAME-MUTUAL FAULT-ApPORTIONMENT Oll'iDAMAGES.

Boats so running should observe great care and caution; but, this being done,
the court will not apportion the damages in case of a collision upon the p;round
that the colliding boats were both in fault in running in a fog. Having vol-
untarily encountered the hazard of the navigation the lOBS must lie where it
falls in the absence of proof of negligence.
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In Admiralty.
Morton Hunter, for libelants.
D. T. Watson and F. F. Sneathen, for respondents.
ACHESON, J. This a suit by the owners of the steam·propellor

Stella McCloskey against the steam tow-boat Joseph W. Gould, to
recover damages sustained by the first'named vessel in a collision on
the morning of February 2, 1881. At the time of the occurrence
both boats were proceeding on short trips down the Ohio river. They
left the Pittsburgh wharf at nearly the same time, between 9 and 10
o'clock A. M., the McCloskey turning out first and being somewhat in
advance of the Gould. When the latter was at the Point bridge the
former was at Painter's mill, or a little above. Painter's mill is
about 460 yards, and the place of collision is some 840 yards, below
the bridge. When the boa-ts started out there was a "frost fog" upon
the surface of the river above the bridge, rising a few feet only above
the water, and not interfering with navigation. , But at or about
Painter's mill the boats encountered a dense fog which came out of
Saw·Mill run, and it was while they were in this "fog.bank," as the
witnesses term it, and hidden from each other, that the collision oc-
cured. '
The boats were proceeding to points on opposite sides of the river.

The destination of the Stella McCloskey was Manchester, on the north
side, and therefore it was necessary for her to cross the river, following
the channel, which here runs in a quartering direction from the south
towards the north shore. She was in the act of crossing when the Gould
ran against her starboard side, about one-third forward of her stern.
The effect of the collision was to upset the Stella McCloskey or overturn,
her,on her larboard side. Her pilot says she was "shoved over. ,i
She sank almost instantly. The saddest thing connected with the
disaster was the drowning of her fireman, William Salt. The pilot
and engineer, the only other persons upon her, were thrown or jumped
into the river, and were pickecl up by the Gould. So sudden was the
mishap that the pilot of the Stella McCloskey did not see the Gould
until he was in the water, and the first notice her engineer had of the
impending calamity was when hesaw "the cabin break, and the nosing
of a boat at the glass sky.light just where the cabin broke in." The
pilot of the Gould testifies that when he discovered the Stella Mc-
Closkey she was not further away than 35 to 40 feet. He states that
he instantl'y rang his backing bell, and the proof is that the order to
back was promptly obeyed. Indeed, the engineer of the Stella Mc-
Closkey, speaking, as I understand him, of what he observed imme-
diately after the collision, sa,ys: "When I came out of the cabin or
engine room I suppose the Gould was about 25 or 30 feet away from
us and abreast of us. She "wd been backing, and her wheel was just
stopping." Later on that day the s'unken boat WaS raised by crane·
boats, the Gould staying by and assisting... The injuries-to the Stella
McCloskey, as the direot result of the collision, were found to be these,
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viz: About three feet of her nosing, which was two or two and a half
inches thick, was torn off the guard, but· the latter was not broken;
a.nd there was a break at the corner of the cabin, a foot below the
roof, eight or ten inches wide, which, a witness states, "appeared to
have been made by a. sliding lick from the guard of another boat."
'rhe evidence does not disclose the dimensions of either vessel, but it
appears that the Stella McCloskey was of considerably lighter burden
than the other, and was much the smaller boat. She was originally
built for a "pleasure boat," but had been chn.nged into a regular
passenger boat.
The seventh rule, for the government of pilots on the western

rivers, provides that "when a steamer is running in a fog or thick
weather, it shall be the duty of the pilot to sound his steam-whistle
at intervals not exceeding one minute." Each of the pilots testifies
that he obeyed this rule, and each is corroborated, to some extent,
by other witnesses. The testimony, corroborative of the pilot of the
Gould, is especially strong, and, in part, comes from witnesses who
were on shore. True;the witnesses who were on the respective boats
say they did not hear any whistle but their own. The explanation
of this, however, may possibly be that the pilot-houses and engine-
rooms were closed, the day being extremely cold, and that the
whistles of the two boats were nearly simultaneous.
In respect to the speed of the Gould, the testimony of her pilot is

that she proceeded under a slow bell, and with great .caution. To the
same effect testifies the engineer; and of this there is some other di-
rect corroborative testimony. Moreover, the circumstantial evidence
that the Gould was so running is very strong. The. wounds which
the Stella McCloskey received indicate that the Gould had little head-
way. And then, again, the witnesses on hoph sides all say that when
the boats come together they felt no jar, and heard no crash to de-
note a collision. There is no direct evidence in the case that the
Gould was running at an improper rate of speed. Mr. Neeld, indeed,
testifies that a boat leaving the Point bridge at the same time an·
other leaves Painter's mill, and overtaking the latter boat at the place
of this collision, would have to run twice as fast; and the pilot of the
Gould states that she ran 2,950 feet while the Stella McCloskey ran
1,650 feet; but this does not necessarily imply undue speed on the
part of the Gould, and much less would it jnstifysuch conclusion in
the face of the positive testimony 'to the contrary. .
In a case of collision the libelant must show the alleged negligence

by a fair preponderance of the evidence; otherwise the libelwill be
dismissed. Butterfield v. Boyd, 4 Blatchf. 356; The Albert Mason, 2
FED. REP. 821; The Edwin H. Webster, 18 FED.-REP.. 724. Apply-
ing this rule here, there must be a decree dismissing the libel unless,
indeed, the Gould is to be adjudged guilty of negligence in running at
all in tbe.fog.But a charge of oulpability in that regard 'Would coma
with an from the MoOlosk,ey" led ,the .way into
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the obscurity of the fog, and certainly was equally blameworthy with
the Gould, if either herein were censurable. But running in a fog
is not negligence per se. The above-quoted rule, prescribed for the
government of pilots, regulates such running, and, by implication,
sanctions it. True, great care and caution should be observed under
such circumstances; but, this being done, the court, in case of a col-
lision, will not apportion the damages upon the ground that the col-
liding boats were both in fault in running in a fog. The Sylph, 4
Blatchf. 24. Having voluntarily encountered the hazard of the nav-
igation, the loss must lie where it falls, in the absence of proof of neg-
ligence. ld.
Let a. decree be drawn dismissing the libel, with costs.

THE ALIOIA. A. WASHBURN, etc.

THE B. K. WASHBURN, etc.

(Di8trict Court,8. D. New York. ....'ebruBry 21,1884.)

1. COLLISION-STEAM-TUG WITH Tow-ROUNDING BEND.
A steam-tug with a tow, in going around a dangerous bend, where the tide

sets strongly across the river, is not entitled, as a matter of right, to occupy the
full half of the river on the right-hand side.

2. SAME-DUTY OJ!' SCHOONER BECALMED.
A schooner rounding such a bend in the opposite direction, becalmed or nearly

so, is bound to make use of the customarymeans of oars, or a small boat ahead,
to keep some steerage way in order to avoid collision With other vessels.

3. SAME-CASE STATED.
Where the steam-tug W., with a tow on a hawser, was proceeding northward

around West Point in the Hudson river, and met several sailing vessels be-
calmed, floating down with the tide, a short distance apart, and the W., having
overtaken another tow a little below West Point, passed it on the left instead
of the right, liS she might have done, thereby going round the bend nearly in
the middle of the river, when there was abundant room to go to the eastward;
and the schooner H., nearly becalmed, drifted down around the bend with the
tide, which there set strongly to the eastward across the river, carrying the H.
against the W.'s tow, and the schooner used no oars or small boat, as she might
have. done, to give her some headway and aid in avoiding the tow: held, that
both were in fauIt,-the tug for proceeding unnecessarily towards the middle of
the river, knowing the strong set of the tide, and the danger to sailing vessels
becalmed; and the schooner, for not.using customary means to aid in avoiding
the collision.

Collision.
Benedict, Taft If Benedict, for libelant.
p.Cantine, for respondent.
BROWN, J. On the night of March 81, 1880, the libelant's schooner

Maria E. Hearn, of about 130 tons burden, with a cargo of 27,000
bricks, came into collision with an ice.barge in tow of the A. A. Wash-
burn, on the Hudson river, off the West Point light, and shortly after


